
STOS Basicreferencecard
The Game Creator

This reference card lists all the STOS Basic commands with their correct syntax. Parameters
placed inside square brackets are optional and can be omitted.

Naming conventions
All STOS Basic variables must begin with a letter and they must not contain any of the following
commands:
TO, STEP, THEN, ELSE, XOR, OR, AND, GOTO, GOSUB, MOD, AS
Maximum length of a variable is 31 characters

Types of varlables
Integers P,NÜM,T1 Stored in four bytes and range from: -214748348 to +214748348

Stored in eight bytes and range between: -1.797692 E+308 to +1.797693 E+307
Always suffixed with a$character and can range from 0 -65500 characters long.
They are not terminated with a chr$(0).
Any of the above variables can be incorporated into a table called an array.
These arrays can be created using the DIIM statement.

Real numbers P#, NUM#, T1#
Srings P$, NUM$, T1$

Arrays P(10), NUM#(3), T1$(100,10)

Varlable and string commnandsASC(aS)
CHRS/n)
DEC var
DIM var(size),..
-FLIP$(n$)
INC var
=INPUT list /"chars",delay
=INPUTS(n)
=INSTR(str1$,str2$Lpl)
KEY(%)=as
-LEFTS(str1$,n)=
-LEN(a$)
LET X=y
-MATCH(var(0),value)
=MID$(V$,s,n)=
=RIGHT$(str1$,n)=
SORT AS(O)
-SPACES(n)
=STR$(n)
=STRINGSla$,n)
-UPPERS(n$)
=VAL(X$)

Get Ascii code
Return Ascii character
Subtract one from an jnteger variable
Dimension an array
Invert string
Add one to an integervariable
Input a number or some text into a string
Functian to input n characters into a string
Search for occurences of a string within another string
Function to assign a string to a function key
Return the leftmost characters of a string
Get length of string
Load some information into a variable
Find the ccosest match to a value in an array
Return a string of characters from within a string expression
Return the rightmost characters of a string
Sorts all elements in an array
Create a string full of spaces
Convert a number to a string
Create a string full of a$
Convert n$ to upper case
Convert a string to a number

Editor-and system commandsAUTOstart][inc
CHANGE as To 6s(start-end]
CLEAR
CONT
DEFAULT
DELETE first-last
ENGLISH
FLOAD path$
FOLLOW
FOLLOW OFF
FOLLOW first-last
FOLLOW variable list
FOLLOW variable list,first-last
FRANCAIS
-FREE
FREQUENCY
FSAVE path$
FULL
GRAB n [tirst-last)

Automatic line numbering
Change all occurrences of string in a program
Clear all the program variables
Restart a program exited by STOPor Control+C
Reset the editor and redraw current windows
Delete some or all of a program
Select English syntax (belaut)
Load a fle using the file selector
Track through a STOS Basic prograın
Turns off any FOLLOW command
Traces the línes between first and last
Traces variables and prints to the screen
Variables are traced and printed between lines first and last
Select French syntax
Return the amount of free memory
Change scan rate from 50 to 60 Hertz
Save a Basic file chosen with the file selector
Expand current window into the full screen area
Copy all or part of a program segment into the current program
Vanable hoding the language Used for syntax
List thecurrent function key assignment
List the entire program
List the start of the program to line last
List lines from first onwards
List lines from first to last
Change editor mode to lower case
Merge a file into the current program

=LANGUAGE
KEYLIST
LIST
LIST -last
LIST first-
LIST first-last
LOWER
MERGE file$



AIULTIA
NEW
RENUM(Aumber], inc]
RENUMumber,ihc, síart-end
RESET
RUN
RUN fle$
RUN lino
SEARCH s$
SEARCH s$,start-ond
SEARCH
SYSTEM
UNNEW
UPPER

Display a number of programs simutaneously
Eraso tho current program
Renumbet all of a program
Renumber part of a program
Roset tho edtor
Run the program starting Irom the first lino
Load and run a Basic filo
Run the program starting trom a spocific line
Soarches for a string trom tho start of a Basic program
Search for a string betwoen lines start and ond
Continue search from last match
Exn back to Gem
Attempt to recover from a NEW and rostore the previouS
Change listing mode to uppercas0

gram

Progemcontrolcommands Turn on or off. the ControlC break key
Exit from the program
Variable holding the location of the last error
Variable containing the number of the last error
Generate an error and return to the STOS editor
Repeat a section of code a specitic number of times
Jump to a subroutine

BŘEAKONOFF
END
-ERRL
-ERRN
ERROR
FOR...NEXT
GOSUB line /expression
GOTO line / expression
IF...THEN [ELSE]
ON ERROR GOTO line
ON var GOSUB line1,line2.
ON var GOTO line1,line2...
POP
REPEAT..UNTIL
RESUME
RESUME NEXT
RESUMEN
RETURN
STOP
WHILE.WEND

Jump toa newlinenumber
Choose between aternative actions
Trap an error within a Basic program
GOSUB one of a list of routines dependingg on a variable
Jump to one of a list of lines depending on a variable
Removethe Return informationafteraGOSUB
Repeat a section of code until a condition is true
Jump back to the statement which caused the error and try again
Jump to statement following the one which caused the error
Resume the program at the line number n
Return from a subroutine and execute the next instruction
Stop running the program and return to the edior
Repeat a section of code while a condition is true

LoadngandSaying
ACCLOAD*
BLOAD file$,addr/#bank
BSAVE file$,start TO end
LOAD file$
SAVE file$

Load an accessory
Load all accessoríes from the current disc
Load binary information into a specitied address or bank
Save a block of memory between start and end in binary format
Load part or all of a STOS Basic program
Save part or all of a STOS Basic program

Leaa leoxtenslons
ACB
.PI1, PI2, PI3
NEO
.MBK
.MBS
.VAR
ASC
PRG

Basic programs
Accessories (Use ACCLOAD)
Degas picture format
Neochrome format
One memory bank
All current banks
Currently defined variables
Ascii format
Executable from Gem Desktop

Dires
-DIR FIRST$(path$,flag)
-DIR NEXT
DIR [path$)
DIR$=paths
DIRW(path$]
-DRIVE-
=DRIVE$-
-DRVMAP
-FILESELECTS(path$[title$[border|)
KILL file$
MKDIR folder
PREVIOUS
RENAMEold$TOr
RMDIR folders

Variable containing the free space on the current disc
Get first file in directory satisfying pathname
Get the next file satisfying current pathname
List out the directory of the current disc
Set the current directory
List the directory across the screen
Variable containing the current drive
String variable holding current drive
Variable holding a list of the drives connected
Select a file using the file selector
Erase a file from the disc
Create a new folder
Sets the current path up one directory
Rename a file
Delete a folder

Filig9smAnds Close a file
Test for end of file
Define record structure
Input a record from a random access file
Input a list of variables from a file or device
Inputs a number of characters from a device

-EOF (#channel)
FIELD#channel,lei Anald1$,..
GET #channel,r
INPUT #channel,variable list
-INPUTS (#channel,count)
LINE INPỦT #Channel, separator$,
variable Iist
LINE INPUT #chańnel,variable list
-LOF (#channel)
OPEN #channel,"'AUX*

Input a list with a difflerent separator to
Inputs a list of variables not separated by ""
Length of open file
Open a channel to the RS232 port
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OPEN #channe,'MIDI
OPEN #channe!,"PRT
OPEN PChannol,"R,ilos
OPEN IN Pchannal,filo$
OPENOUT #channol,file$|, attibute)
-POF (#channol)
-PORT (channol)
PRINT #Channol,variablo list
PUT #channel,r

Open a channal to the MIDI intertaca
Opan a channal to the printar
Opon a random accoss file
Operl a fle for input
Open a file for output
Variabla holding currant postion of file pointer
Funtion totost #channalwating
Print a list to a lile or devico
Output a record to a random accoss fle

Memory.bank commendsMANSPýsourco TO #dost
BGRAB prgno [,b]
ERASE b
HEXA ON/OFF
LENGTH(b)
-LENGTHprgno,b)
LISTBANK
RESERVE AS DATA bank,length
RESERVE AS DATASCREEN bank
RESERVE AS SCREEN bank
RESERVE AS SET bank, length
RESERVE AS WORK bank, length
-START (b)
-START (Prgno,b)

Copy the contents of a bank to another bank
Copy some or all banks from a program to the current progyam
Delete a bank
Toggla hexadocimal listing
Get ihe length of a bank
Get the length of a bank from another program
List the banks in use
Reserve a permanent bank as a workspace
Reserve a permanent bank of memory as a screen
Reserve a temporary bank as a screen
Reserve a permanent bank of memory for use as a character sot
Reserve a temporary bank as a workspace
Get the start address of a bank
Return the start address of a bank from a program

ToSSWSands
CENTRE as
CLEFT
CRIGHT
CUP
CURS ON/OFF
HOME
INVERSE ON/OFF
LOCATE x,y
PAPER index
PEN index
SCRN (x,y)
SET CUŘS top,base
SHADEON/OFF
SQUARE wx,hy,border
TAB(n)
UNDER ON/OFF
WRITING effect
-XCURS
XGRAPHIC(:)
-XTEXT(X)
-YCURS
-YGRAPHIC(y)
-YTEXT(y)

Cursor down
Print a line of text centred on the screen
Cursor left
Cursor right
Cursor up
Enable/disable text cursor
Cursor home
Switch the pen and ink values
Position the cursor
Set colour of the background text
Set colour of the text
Return the character at the position x,y
Set text cursor size
Shade all subsequent text, or return to normal printing
Draw a rectangle at the current cursor position
Move the cursor to the right by n places
Set underlinemode onor off
Change text writing mode (1=replacement 2-OR (Delauh) 3-XOR)
Variable holding the X coordinate of the text cursor
Convert x text to x graphic coordinate
Convert x graphic to x text coordinate
Variable holding theY coordinate of the text cursor
Convert y text to y graphic coordinate
Convert y graphic to y text coordinate

Wigdoycpmmands
CLW
OWINDOW n
SCROLL DOWN
SCROLL ON/OFF
SCROLL UP
TITLE a$
WINDEL n
WINDMOVE x1,y1
=WINDON
WINDOPEN n,x1,y1,w,h[,border,set]
WINDOWn

Set the border of the current window
Clears the current window
Activatewindowwithoutredrawing t
Scroll the current window down one line
Switch window scrolling on and off
Scroll the current window up
Define a title for the current window
Delete a window
Move a window
Variable containing number of the current window
Create a window
Activate window

Grąphlcs functionsARČX1,y1,,start,end
BAR X1,yi TO x2,y2
BOX x1,y1 TO x2,y2
CIRCLEX1,y1,r
CLIPx1,y1 fo x2.y2
COLOUŘ index,SĦGB
-COLOUR(index)
DIVX
DIVY
DRAW x1,y1 TO x2.y2
DRAW TO%3,y3
EARC x1,y1,r1,r2,start, o
ELLIPSEx1,y1,r1,2
EPIE x1,y1,ri,2,start,end
FLASHindex, (col,delay)(col2,delay)..."
GR WRITING X

Draw a circular arc
Draw a filled rectangle
Draw a hollow rectangle on the screen
Draw a filled circle
Restrict all graphics to part of the screen
Assign a colour to an index
Read the colour assignment
Variable fraction for x axis plotting
Variable fraction fory axis plotting
Draw a line between x1,y1 and x2,y2
Draw a line from the last point to x3,y3
Draw an elliptical arc
Draw a filled ellipse
Draw an elliptical pie
Set flashing colour sequence
Set method of drawing(1 =replacement 2=transparent 3=XOR mode 4=Inverse
transparent)
Set colour of graphic drawing operationsINK index
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-CHARLEN(0)
ICONS()
RESERVE AS SET n,len

Get the length of a character set
Gonerate an icon at the curront cursor postion
Reserve a bank of memory lor a char acter sot

Mouse and loystlck commands
CHANGEMOUSEm
-FIRE
HIDE (ON]
JDOWN
-JLEFT
-JOY
JRIGHT
-JUP
LIMIT MOUSE x1,y1 TO x2,y2
-MOUSE KEY
SHOW (ON)
-XMOÙSE
YMOUSE

Change the shape of the mouse pointer
Test fire button state
Remove mouse pointer from the screen
Test joystick movement down
Test joystick movement loft
Read joystick
Test joystick movement right
Test joystick movement up
Limit mouse to a section of the screen
'Get status of the mouse keys
Activate the mouse pointer
Get the X coordinate of the mouse pointer
Get the Y coordinate of the mouse pointer

Muslc and Sound commands
BELL
BOOM
CLICK ON/OFF
ENVEL type,speed
MUSIC FREEZE
MUSIC OFF
MUSIC ON
MUSIC n
NOISE V.p
PLAY[VOice,Jpitch,duration
PVOTCE(V)
SHOOT
TEMPO s
TRANSPOSE df
VOICE[V.
VOLUME[V,Jintensity

Simple bell sound
Generate an explosion sound
Turn off keyboard click
Activate an envelope
Temporarily stop a piece of music
Turn off music
Restart a piece of music
Play tune number n
Produce rushing wind effects
Play a note
Return position in music
Create a noise like a gun firing
Change the speed of a sample of music
Change the pitch of a piece of music
Turn on/off a voice
Change the sound volume

Menu commands
MENUFREEZE
MENU OFF
MENU ON [borderl,mode]
-MENUS$(tille,option)OFF
-MENUStitle,optionjON
MENUS(*)=title$ (.paper,pen]
MENUS(Xy)-option$ (.paper,pen]

Freeze the actions of the menu
Switch off the entire menu
Turn on the menu
Turn off an option
Turn back on an option
Set a menu title for a drop down menu
Set up an option ina menu
Holds the menu title that has been selected
Holds the option number which has been selected
Go to a line dictated by the option selected
Turn off on menu option
Start on menu system

-MNBAŘ
=MNSELECT
ON MENU GOTO lin1,line2,..
ON MENU OFF
ON MENU ON

Arithmetlc operatlons (LIsted In order of prlorty)
A Power
land.
MOD
4 and
AND
OR
YOR

Power

DivideModuloandoperator (Produces remainder of a division)
Plus and minus
Logical AND
Logical OR
Logical eXclusive OR

Acal functlons
Absolute value
Create a user-defined function
Exponential function
Call a user-defined function
Convert floating point to an integer
Natural logarithm
Logarithm
Get the maximum of two values
Return the minimum of two values
Find the sign of a number
Square root
Swap the contents of two variatbles

V name[(vaiable list)]=oxpression

rne(variablə)])
ci7Giy#)
nMAX.y)
=MIN(X.y)
=SGN(Y)
-SQR(Y)
-SWAP(x,y)

Trigonometric functlons
ACOS(number)
-ASIN(number)
=ATAN(number)
-COS(angle)
-DEGangle)
-HCOS|angle)
-HSIN(angle)
-HTAN(angle)
-Pln
-RAD(angle)

Arc cosine
Arc sine
Arc tangent
Cosine
Convert.an angle expressed in radians to degrees
Hyperbolic osine
Hyperbolic sine
Hyperbolic tangent
A constant
Convert an angle expressed in degrees to radians
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